Abstract-Query-by-example is the most popular query model in recent contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) systems. A typical query image includes relevant objects (e.g., Eiffel Tower), but also irrelevant image areas (including background). The irrelevant areas limit the effectiveness of existing CBIR systems. To overcome this limitation, the system must be able to determine similarity based on relevant regions alone. We call this class of queries region-of-interest (ROI) queries and propose a technique for processing them in a sampling-based matching framework. A new similarity model is presented and an indexing technique for this new environment is proposed. Our experimental results confirm that traditional approaches, such as Local Color Histogram and Correlogram, suffer from the involvement of irrelevant regions. Our method can handle ROI queries and provide significantly better performance. We also assessed the performance of the proposed indexing technique. The results clearly show that our retrieval procedure is effective for large image data sets.
INTRODUCTION
IMAGE databases can be queried in several ways. Of these, QueryBy-Example (QBE) is by far the most widely supported method in research prototypes and commercial products. A user formulates a query by selecting an example image from a pool of general image categories. Since this sample set is generally small, the expectation of finding a perfect example (in which the entire content is relevant) is low. Consequently, a query image typically contains not only the objects of the user's interest, but also irrelevant areas. These irrelevant regions limit the effectiveness of existing contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) systems. The present paper addresses this issue by proposing a similarity model for region-of-interest (ROI) queries. This new model enables the user to accurately include only relevant regions when formulating a query. Such queries are called ROI queries.
Existing CBIR techniques are not effective in processing ROI queries. For instance, in whole-matching approaches (matching based on the entire image), exclusion of irrelevant regions is not possible because the features of the entire image area are integrated into one or several global feature vectors (e.g., color histograms). Similarity can also be quantified by comparing homogeneous image regions. This is known as the region-based approach (e.g., QBIC [1] , VisualSeek [2] , Netra [3] , Blobworld [4] .) Each image is segmented into several regions and image matching proceeds by comparing visual features, such as the dominant color, texture, shape, size, etc., of these regions. Though this approach has several advantages, its effectiveness depends on the accuracy of image segmentation techniques, and these are far from reliable today. When image regions are incorrectly detected their visual features are inaccurate, degrading the precision of the image retrieval. Also, today's region-based systems do not support queries that are arbitrarily defined. The user still submits the entire image area as queries.
To support ROI queries, users must be permitted to query arbitrarily-shaped images. In other words, one must be able to identify regions of interest that comprise the objects queried. We handle this type of query using the sampling-based approach called SamMatch [5] . Below, we use this framework to implement a new technique for supporting ROI queries. The similarity computation is decoupled from the problem of interference by irrelevant areas, and the present experimental results show that retrieval effectiveness is significantly improved for a wide range of queries.
Section 2 reviews the SamMatch environment and its similarity model. Section 3 discusses the proposed indexing technique and retrieval procedure. Our experimental study is presented in Section 4, and concluding remarks are set out in Section 5.
A SIMILARITY MODEL FOR ROI QUERIES
SamMatch Environment. In SamMatch, we take samples of 16 Â 16-pixel blocks at various locations in each image. This size of block is chosen since the correlation between pixels tends to decrease beyond 15 to 20 pixels. It is then possible to significantly reduce storage overheads by representing each sampled block using its average color. To support general applications, we collect these blocks at uniform locations throughout the image; Fig. 1a shows 113 samples evenly spread out in a 256 Â 256 image frame.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that the images are stored using the Munsell color system [6] . In this system, the dissimilarity of two colors is simply the distance between them. We quantize the Munsell data into 256 possible values. The color of a block is then the average of the color values of its pixels.
Similarity Measure. An advantage of the SamMatch technique is that we can compare arbitrary-shaped subimages by comparing only the sampled blocks falling within the subimage area. This feature of SamMatch lends itself naturally to support of ROI queries. Consider two arbitrary-shaped subimages Q and S, each represented by n sampled blocks. Their matching score is computed as follows:
where Dðc In other words, we compare the corresponding sampled blocks of the two subimages. The parameter w i in the numerator is a weight factor which is set so as to indicate the significance of a match at block i.
Since SamMatch compares the corresponding sampled blocks of subimages, it involves implicitly the shape, size, and texture features of the image objects. In consequence, SamMatch has the benefits of region-based techniques without reliance on the highly variable accuracy of segmentation methods. This occurs by having the user point out the object areas at the time of the query.
Handling the Scaling of the Matching Objects. In SamMatch, a single sampling rate is used for all database images. However, we can apply multiple rates on the query image to find matches at various scales. This method is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1a shows a single database image with its sampled blocks. In this example, the query image is assumed to be smaller in size, and is sampled at three different rates as illustrated in Figs. 1b, 1c, and 1d. A lower sampling rate corresponds to a greater distance between the sampled blocks. By comparing the blocks in Fig. 1b with the corresponding blocks in the database images, we can find images of similar but larger objects. Similarly, the blocks in Fig. 1c sampled at the same rate as that used for the database images in order to find images of matching objects of similar size. Finally, the sampling rate shown in Fig. 1d is used to find images of objects that are similar but smaller.
To support matching at various practical scales, our system currently employs five different sampling rates for the query images. This results in five different sampling configurations having 25, 41, 61, 85, and 113 sampled blocks. Our experiments show that these five are sufficient to give excellent performance.
RETRIEVAL PROCEDURE
It is impractical to search for queried objects by scanning all database images for potential matches. For large data sets, an efficient indexing technique is essential. The basis of our indexing approach is illustrated in Fig. 2 , as follows: Suppose that an arbitrarily-shaped object of interest Q is to be saved and retrieved. At the build time, square windows W of various sizes are slid over the database images. At each sliding location, a fixed-size signature is computed from the blocks enclosed in W . The signatures are computed such that signatures from windows of the same content, but different sizes are virtually identical; these would go to the same index page. Upon submission of the query Q, the system detects a core area of Q. Its signature is then calculated and used to search for relevant indexing windows W . The system constructs subimages S of the same shape as Q. Finally, direct similarity computations are performed between Q and S.
The system might have detected a different core area. In that case, however, other indexing windows would have covered that region and these would have been returned instead. The system would correctly assemble the same subimage candidates S, and retrieve the same image set.
To ensure S and Q are of the same shape, their feature vectors are constructed similarly; relevant blocks are retrieved in the same order, as Q uses the core area as the reference while S uses W (see Fig. 2 (right) ). We shall refer to these blocks inside sliding windows W as indexing subimages. Below, we describe the signatures and discuss the index structure in more detail.
Image Signatures
We use sliding windows of size 25, 41, 61, 85, and 113 sampled blocks. The sliding step is the distance between two nearest sampled blocks in the direction of sliding. This design is a result of our experiments to set up the best overall system performance.
In total, 85 indexing subimages are extracted from each database image. For each subimage, we compute its signature as seven statistical average-variance pairs as follows:
1. the first pair is computed from the colors of all the sampled blocks in the indexing subimage; 2. each of the next four pairs is computed from the colors of the sampled blocks in a disjoint quadrant of the indexing subimage; and 3. finally, each of the last two pairs is computed from the colors of the sampled blocks along one of the two diagonals of the indexing subimage. These average-variance pairs are designed to capture the characteristics of the indexing subimage at various levels. The average is the arithmetic mean of the colors of the relevant sampled blocks, and the variance is the statistical variance of these colors. Average-variance pairs are used because values computed from heavily overlapping indexing subimages are very similar.
Clustering and Indexing
Though we can index these signatures individually, the access structure required would be enormous for large data sets. To reduce the size of the index, we map the 85 signatures of each image into signature points and cluster them into m minimal bounding rectangles (MBRs). These MBRs are indexed and we perform searches only for these. This strategy significantly reduces the height of our index structure, an R Ã -tree [7] . The optimal value of m is determined in the experimental study.
Ranking Retrieved Images
Following submission of an ROI query Q, the system determines its shape and the core area. The core area and an efficient detection algorithm are discussed in detail in [8] . The signature of the core area is then computed and is used to search the index structure for candidate images. A candidate image is ranked as follows:
determine regions of interest in the image, those that fall
within the boundary of S; 2. extract these blocks from the 113 blocks of the image-they constitute the feature vector of the subimage S to be compared; and 3. perform block-to-block comparison to determine the similarity of Q and S according to (1).
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We first assess the benefits of the SamMatch (SM) approach by comparing it with the Local Color Histogram (LCH) [9] , as a representative ROI-based retrieval routine and with Correlogram [10] , which performs well when the entire image area is relevant. We then investigate alternative implementations for our indexing technique for SamMatch. Our test data set was built by randomly selecting images in every category from a commercial image database Art Explosion. We added a few images of our own in order to test specific features. The test database contains in total 15,808 images, which is significantly larger than many databases used in recent studies [11] , [10] , [4] , [12] , [3] . More than 100 ROI queries of widely varying characteristics were executed to compare the robustness of the three image retrieval techniques. These queries contain diverse objects, including roses, birds, airplanes, balloons, buildings, skies, sand, statues, and food. The test queries can be divided into three groups as follows:
.
Type 1: The query image has the same size as those in the database. The queried object covers only a small region of the query image. . Type 2: The query image has the same size as those in the database. The query is relatively large, covering almost the entire query image. . Type 3: The query image is smaller or larger than the size of the database images.
Comparative Studies
Metric. Let A 1 , A 2 ; . . . ; A q denote the q relevant images in response to a query Q. The recallR is defined for a scope S, S > 0, as:
This measure indicates the proportion of the returned images ranked within the specified scope. For instance, if a query returns 30 out of a total of 40 relevant images in some scope S, then its R=S is computed as 30/40 or 0.75. To compute R=S, we determine the relevant images by visually inspecting the 500 highest-ranked images returned by each of the three image retrieval techniques and inspecting images in the relevant categories according to the organization of the database. In total, about 1,200 images are scanned for each test query. Performance with Type-1 Queries. An example of ROI queries that cover a small area of the query image is shown in Fig. 3 . The R=S averages observed in this experiment are presented in Fig. 5a . The results show that SamMatch provides 40 percent improvement over Correlogram. LCH, although better than Correlogram, is not as good as SamMatch, which has more precise exclusion of irrelevant areas from the query.
Performance with Type-2 Queries. Two examples of Type-2 queries, along with the only relevant database images, are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b . The results of this study are plotted in Fig. 5b . We see that LCH performs much worse than Correlogram under these queries. This observation indicates that we cannot handle ROI queries by simply partitioning images into their subimages, as in LCH. SamMatch again provides the best performance for queries of this type. We also observe in Fig. 4b that both SamMatch and Correlogram can detect objects viewed from different angles. This is because these schemes are much better than LCH in capturing the spatial layout of the colors.
Performance with Type-3 Queries. This class of queries includes many practical applications in which database and query images do not have the same size. It is not clear how to partition the queries, so that LCH cannot support queries of this sort. Neither can we perform such comparisons under Correlogram. We therefore investigated only SamMatch in this experiment.
The experimental results are presented in Fig. 5c . They show that SamMatch is highly effective. Fig. 6 shows an example that illustrates the quality of this technique. Clearly, SamMatch is robust to scaling and translation of objects. The objects in the retrieved images have different sizes and are found at different locations. Furthermore, the large amount of irrelevant content (up to 75 percent) of the database images does not affect their ranking. The 11th and 17th ranking of the rightmost images in Fig. 6 appear to be low. This is due to misalignment of the apple and the sliding windows in the region. Such problems are easily addressed by using additional window sizes and smaller sliding steps. We are confident that the current configuration is sufficient for most applications.
Performance Issues Specific to SamMatch
We investigated the effect of the number of clusters per image on the overall performance of the system (including the time to detect the core area). The building of an index on individual signatures (indexing subimages) in the database would result in a very deep R Ã -tree. To reduce the time needed to search through this access structure, we index the database on the MBRs; each represents a cluster of subimages in a given image. The trade off is that each qualified MBR must be searched sequentially to find the similar subimages. Fig. 7 shows the experimental results for different clustering configurations, up to ten clusters.
The light bar indicates the average time spent searching the R Ã -tree and the dark bar represents the average time spent searching within the qualified MBRs to find subimages having similar indexes. The sum of the two gives the average response time of the queries for the corresponding clustering configuration. This plot shows that performance is significantly better when there are four to seven clusters. To gain further insight, we provide more information on three of the clustering configurations in Table 1 . We see that using a single cluster for each image is poor, with limited benefit. As the number of clusters per image increases from 5 to 10, the number of subimages retrieved from the R Ã tree decreases from 16,371 to 5,219. This helps reduce the similarity computation cost from 4.30 seconds to 2.78 seconds, but the time spent in searching the R Ã tree increases substantially from 2.85 seconds to 19.7 seconds.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied the problem caused by irrelevant regions in querying using an example environment. One way to tackle the problem is to determine similarity based solely on regions of interest, identified by the user. Such queries are called region-ofinterest queries. We have presented a similarity model based on our SamMatch framework, together with an indexing technique to enable fast retrieval. To assess the effectiveness of the proposed technique, experiments were performed for a wide variety of queries. The results indicate that SamMatch is very effective for traditional queries and when query examples are not of the same size as the database images. We also investigated the performance of our indexing technique. The results clearly show that our retrieval procedure is effective for large image data sets. 
